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In 2013 BA Everywhere
ImagIne the Difference It Could make

The World Is a Horror —But It Doesn’t Have to Be.
To Find Out Why and How It Could Be  
Radically Different—and Radically Better—
Check Out Bob avakian 
The world is a horror for the majority of people—because of the system of 
capitalism-imperialism, not because of human nature. It doesn’t have to be 
this way... a radically different world is possible, where people can come 
together in common cause, lifting their heads fully and straightening their 
backs. But bringing that world into being requires a revolution. Such a 
revolution is possible—and in particular because of Bob Avakian and the 
work he has done over several decades, summing up the positive and 
negative experiences of the communist revolution so far, and drawing from a 
broad range of human experience—there really is a viable vision and 
strategy for a radically new, and much better, society and world, and there is 
the crucial leadership that is needed to carry the struggle toward that goal. 
We ARE BUILDING a movement for this revolution, which provides a way to 
begin working on that now. But way too few people have even heard about 
BA! BA Everywhere is aimed at changing that on a grand scale—pulling 
together a nationwide movement to raise big funds to bring BA’s voice and 
vision directly to millions of people.

At a time of great upheaval in the world, with economies collapsing, new imperial wars threatened, repeated 
natural disasters that lead to major social disasters... and at a time when millions are lifting their heads and 
seeking answers—these new works represent a major historic and timely intervention by Bob Avakian, the 
leader of a new stage of communist revolution. In these works Avakian speaks the sharp and deep truth this 
system works overtime to keep hidden.

These new works, along with the interview Cornel West conducted with BA in 2012 and the extensive interview 
conducted by a younger-generation revolutionary, A. Brooks, What Humanity Needs: Revolution, and the New 
Synthesis of Communism (in addition to BA’s whole body of work, much of which can be found at revcom.us), 
provide a concentration of the leadership we have for the revolution we need. They are a summoning to be 
part of making revolution, to confront the brutal reality we face, to get underneath why things are the way they 
are... and to get with the scientific potential, strategy, and leadership for a whole different way the world could 
be. They are a deepening of the science of revolution when nothing is more needed in the world today.

Michael Slate interviews 
Bob avakian 
This five-part interview will begin airing on 
KPFK (Los Angeles) January 11, 10 a.m. 
Pacific Time. In this wide-ranging interview, 
Avakian argues why nothing short of 
revolution will deal with the howling problems 
in the world; he provides deep analysis on 
the recent election as well as the illusion 
behind elections under this system; he 
speaks to the lies told about the history of 
communism; the real potential for revolution 
in this country and the strategy for that 
revolution; what the goal of this revolution is 
and, in particular, what the breakthroughs 
are that are concentrated in the new 
synthesis of communism that BA has 
brought forward. He also talks with passion 
and science about what has kept him on the 
revolutionary road for decades now despite 
great sacrifice and at great personal risk.

This year, as horror upon horror pile up all over the world... as the web of life 
itself comes under increasing and unceasing stress... a different voice, posing a 
real alternative—a real revolution—can and must ring out.

With new films and interviews and other new work... with bus tours of veteran 
revolutionaries and brand-new fighters continuing to take this all over the 

country... from the alienated campuses to the locked-down prisons to the 
communities of the oppressed... the words and work of the revolutionary 
leader Bob Avakian can and must hit with an impact like never before.

It is up to you to make it happen.

 ANNOUNCING new work from Bob Avakian
Film of a new talk  
by Ba to debut in 
February 2013
This six-and-a-half hour speech given in the 
fall of 2012 is a clarion call to confront the 
depth of horrors perpetrated by this system 
and to settle for nothing less than real 
revolution in today’s world. In it, he gets into 
the source of the horrors and the vision and 
strategy for making revolution, when 
conditions come into being to make that 
possible... and he lays out the emancipatory 
goal for this revolution, speaking sharply to 
the role people themselves—including those 
most locked to the bottom of this system—
can and must play in this revolution, and the 
role of communist leadership in enabling this. 
This talk will take you on a journey, what 
many who were able to see it live called a 
“transformative experience.”


